Background
==========

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has reached the molecular diagnostic laboratories and is expected to (slowly) replace single-gene molecular diagnostic tests for the detection of DNA mutations in tumour tissues \[[@ref1]\]. Within The Netherlands, currently, many (specialised) hospitals and university medical centres have implemented NGS for diagnostics in the clinic. NGS can be used to identify multiple specific mutations in a tumour, to which genomic-directed targeted therapy (hereinafter referred to as targeted therapy) may be assigned, as standard-of-care or referral to a clinical trial. A NGS panel can be described as 'a multiplex predictive test, which explores limited regions of tumour DNA/RNA for aberrations that can be used as a molecular target for therapy' \[[@ref2]\]. There are several types, such as single-gene tests, small- (\~50 genes, using most often a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based technique), medium- (\~200 genes, using DNA captures), and large (using e.g., whole-exome sequencing (WES))-targeted gene panels (TGP), and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) \[[@ref3]\]. The tests vary in price and turnaround time, and the design of the panels determines the different targeted therapy options.

There are high expectations around NGS and targeted therapies, they can improve patient survival and can reduce unnecessary harms and costs by preventing sequential single-gene testing and ineffective treatments \[[@ref4]--[@ref5]\]. For research, NGS is expected to speed up patient selection in clinical trials and to increase knowledge concerning the prognostic impact of targets \[[@ref6]--[@ref7]\]. In The Netherlands, an initiative was started by the Hartwig Medical Foundation (HMF) within the 'Centre for Personalised Cancer Treatment (CPCT)'. The CPCT has the mission to serve all Dutch cancer patients with testing WGS for diagnostics. The CPCT is a nationally operating consortium involving all nine academic medical centres in The Netherlands (all UMC's and The Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI)) and an increasing number of teaching hospitals (STZ). The ultimate goal is to serve both direct patient diagnostics towards experimental care (clinical trials, off-label drug use) and the construction of a nationwide database with sequencing and treatment response information.

Currently, molecular diagnostics and targeted therapies are mostly recommended for patients in an advanced stage of disease. Especially, for stage-IV non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and stage-IV melanoma patients, NGS can be very beneficial due to their heterogeneous nature, high mutation frequency, and the availability of targeted therapies. For both patient groups, the prognosis is poor, stage-IV NSCLC patients have a 5-year survival rate of 1% and stage-IV melanoma patients of 15--20% \[[@ref8]--[@ref9]\]. Since 2004 for NSCLC and 2011 for melanoma, several targeted therapies are approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) \[[@ref10]\]. These therapies show promising results, overall response rates above 60% are measured in both NSCLC and melanoma patients treated with targeted therapy, compared with 20% by chemotherapy \[[@ref11]--[@ref12]\]. In case of no actionable mutation, which is currently the case in approximately 78% of the NSCLC and 49% of the melanoma patients, usual chemotherapy or immunotherapy is recommended \[[@ref13]\]. In the current Dutch diagnostic guidelines, still only the testing of two single genes are recommended for stage-IV NSCLC patients (epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and the anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)) \[[@ref14]\]. For stage-IV melanoma patients, so far, no molecular diagnostic test is recommended, although a single-gene test investigating the BRAF V600E-gene (BRAF) mutation status is often applied \[[@ref15]\]. However, as seen in the NKI, specialised hospitals already use more extensive molecular diagnostic tests for both patient groups.

Although the NGS technology aims to improve the effectiveness of therapies, concerns are that NGS testing is expensive and that the clinical benefits are not yet in relation to these costs \[[@ref16]\]. Currently, there are publications on cost-effectiveness analyses of NGS available \[[@ref17]--[@ref18]\]. However, these publications do not contain detailed cost analyses regarding the sequencing tests themselves. In order to support the decision whether the implementation of NGS should be prolonged or extended within the clinic, our department started an early health technology assessment (HTA), with a scenario analysis focused on NGS implementation by means of expert elicitation \[[@ref2]\]. Subsequently, explorations of the potential costs and benefits are needed, starting with the costs of NGS and expected developments. The objective of the current study was firstly, to calculate the costs for the small- and medium TGP used within our institute (NKI) and secondly, to estimate the budget impact of the old, current and future situation around NGS and other molecular diagnostic test costs from a national perspective (Dutch), and an institutional perspective (NKI).

Methods
=======

Activity-based costing: test costs
----------------------------------

The total costs of performing two types of NGS tests for diagnostics have been analysed for a small TGP (48 genes) and a medium TGP (178 genes). For this, we used activity-based costing (ABC), a cost calculation technique that links resource costs with products using a multistep allocation procedure on the basis of activity consumption \[[@ref19]\]. This practically means that for each product, in this case a diagnostic test, all required activities that consume resources, varying from consumables to personnel time, are included in the calculation. The cost calculations for the two types of TGPs were based on NKI data. A small TGP, targeting 48 genes and 212 amplicons on DNA level (the TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel (TSACP) from Illumina BV), was recently implemented in routine diagnostics. The medium TGP was an in-house developed capture panel covering the full exons of 178 cancer-related genes, using a customised SureSelect XT2 capture library and magnetic streptavidin beads for capture. This panel can be used for the detection of both DNA and RNA variants, but in this study, only the DNA part is considered. Both the procedures can be executed on the Illumina Miseq^TM^ and the Illumina Hiseq^TM^, and per run a maximum of 48 samples can be included, except for a run with the medium TGP on the Miseq^TM^ which is restricted to four samples per run. These maximums of four or 48 samples per run are related to the desired minimum depth of coverage and pipetting time needed per sample.

The test costs consisted of the following elements: personnel, material, equipment, and an estimation of the overhead costs. Personnel costs were based on the estimated minutes spent per process step, both per sample and run. Hour rates per personnel type were based on the NKI employers' costs of 2014 and only the direct productive hours were included in this calculation. Real 'timing activity' was used to calculate the time required for the small TGP currently in clinical practice. Since the medium TGP was not used in a diagnostic setting, timing estimations were made by means of interviews with the executers of the process. Material costs were based on laboratory protocols and purchase prices within the NKI. Laboratory protocols were also used to calculate the equipment costs; realistic redemption durations and yearly service costs were taken into account. All costs were divided into fixed yearly costs, fixed costs per run and variable costs per sample. The cost consequences of important parameters of the NGS procedure were explicitly investigated; the type of sequence technology (Illumina Miseq^TM^/Hiseq^TM^), the numbers of samples per run, the number of runs per week and the completeness of the run. Variation in these parameters will result in different molecular diagnostic test costs and turnaround times of the diagnostic process.

Budget impact analysis
----------------------

A budget impact analysis (BIA) was performed to estimate the yearly budget impact of NGS tests in NSCLC and melanoma patients from a Dutch perspective and an institutional perspective (NKI). A BIA focuses on the expected changes in the expenditure of a health care system after the adoption of a new intervention over a time period of 5 years in this case. Time frames 2012, 2015, and 2020 have been selected to show an estimation of the old, current and future budget impact. In 2012, mostly (a combination of) single tests and methods were used in clinical diagnostics. In 2015, a variety of NGS tests were represented from single-gene tests in the general hospitals, till small-medium TGPs in the academic centres. In the future time frame of 2020, it was assumed that WGS will be the clinical standard in academic/specialised hospitals by that time. The latter assumption is in the framework of the CPCT, their mission is to perform WGS in all specialised centres, for both diagnostics and research.

Within our BIA, six sources of input are included: three test cost sources, literature for diagnostic guidelines and patient numbers, patient data for the case study and expert opinions. The BIA has been performed according to the BIA framework of the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) \[[@ref20]\]. This framework consists of several standard aspects: target population, scenario distribution based on hospital types, resource utilisation, costs per unit, total costs, and sensitivity analyses. Our BIA model is shown in [Figure 1](#figure1){ref-type="fig"} and the different aspects are discussed below.

### Target population and scenario distribution (nationwide)

The NSCLC and melanoma incidence within The Netherlands and the stage distribution at diagnosis were used to calculate the size of the target population, stage IV NSCLC and melanoma patients within The Netherlands. The patients were divided into two groups: peripheral or specialised healthcare (the latter including NKI, university medical centres and other specialised hospitals), according to the number of patients diagnosed per hospital type. Different molecular diagnostic test standards have been taken into account for these two types of hospitals. We assumed that for each new stage-IV patient, molecular diagnostics is executed once. Although repeated testing over time is often required in case of progression, among others caused by tumour heterogeneity within a patient, we assumed no influence by NGS on this frequency.

### Resource utilisation

The resource utilisation within this BIA reflects the use of molecular diagnostic tests (including personnel, material, and equipment use) within the Dutch health care system. Based on the Dutch diagnostic guidelines \[[@ref14]--[@ref15]\], the clinical standard of molecular diagnostics in peripheral hospitals has been estimated. The two used diagnostic guidelines for NSCLC patients for the old and current situation were implemented in, respectively, 2011 and 2015. For melanoma patients, no molecular diagnostic test is included in the guideline yet; however, since 2012 a single-gene test is recommended, and therefore, we assume this test to be the clinical standard in peripheral hospitals. We made the assumption that in all specialised hospitals the old and current clinical standard of molecular diagnostics was similar as within the NKI. The test scenarios in the future situation, including expected patient numbers for which NGS is requested, process improvements and renewed gene panels, are based on expectations within the NKI. We assume in our analysis that no other changes in the general executed diagnostics and imaging will occur. We also assume biopsy- and test failure rates to stay similar in the future.

### Costs per unit

Three different sources have been used to estimate the molecular diagnostic test costs. (1) The costs for single-gene tests were estimated within the NKI and it was assumed that these costs are comparable in other hospitals. (2) The small- and medium-TGP costs were based on the ABC analysis explained in the "Activity-based costing: test costs" section. (3) The WGS costs estimation was based on the public data of the National Human Genome Research Institute, showing the most recent sequence costs per DNA sequence or genome \[[@ref21]\], and the future estimation was discussed with experts in The Netherlands. We assumed that the current costs of molecular diagnostic tests in clinical practice are representative for future costs as well. However, for the WGS costs, currently still under development with major cost reductions over the past years, we assume a reduction of 75% in five years.

### Sensitivity analysis

Considering the fact that many included parameters for the BIA were based on hypothetical values and extrapolations, plausible ranges for the model's parameters were explored. We conducted two one-way sensitivity analyses, one for the test costs in the current NGS situation of NSCLC and one for the influence of future test costs on the budget impact. We varied key parameters one-by-one, using several uncertainty ranges. For the test costs, four parameters have been included: (1) Number of NGS samples per week, (2) Number of NGS runs per week, (3) Completeness of the NGS run, and (4) Required additional tests besides NGS. All base values and ranges were based on realistic possibilities within the NKI. Three treatment parameters were included in the sensitivity analysis for the future budget impact: (1) Price of TGP using NGS, (2) Price of WGS, and (3) Percentage of patients that will receive specialised care (using WGS testing). For these parameters, a range of 20% has been used, as seen in other comparable BIA's \[[@ref22]\].

### Institutional perspective (case study): BIA within the NKI

In order to analyse the budget impact of NGS in clinical practice, the NKI was used as a case study environment. Stage-IV NSCLC and melanoma patients for who molecular diagnostics were requested in a period before NGS implementation (November--December 2014) and in a period after NGS implementation (January--February 2015) were included. A data set was created with the diagnosis, number, and type of molecular diagnostic tests per patient and the observed mutations per test. Both actionable and non-actionable mutations were counted and the percentages of patients with an actionable mutation for which hypothetically a targeted therapy is available (EMA approved or in trial) were calculated. Treatment consequences were manually checked via the electronic health records of the patients and four categories were added to the data set: (1) whether there was a treatment option for the patient, (2) which treatment was selected, (3) whether the selected treatment was based on the test result, and (4) whether the patient received a first dose of the treatment. The molecular diagnostic tests, test results, and treatment consequences have been compared for the two periods. Based on the molecular tests executed per patient, the test costs per patient and for the total NKI population were calculated, including a budget impact of the NGS implementation. We assumed that the number of included patients in these 3.5 months was representative for the rest of the year, in order to estimate the yearly NKI population of NSCLC and melanoma patients for who molecular diagnostic tests are requested.

### Analysis

Microsoft Excel and SPSS 23.0 have been used to perform the sensitivity analyses and to create descriptive statistics of the results. An independent two-sample *t*-test for the continuous variables with a normal distribution, an independent samples Mann--Whitney U-test for the continuous variables without a normal distribution and a Fisher's exact test for the binary variables have been used to analyse differences between the subgroups of the NKI case study. *P* values below 0.05 were considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results
=======

Activity-based costing: NGS costs
---------------------------------

[Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"} shows the estimated costs per sample dependent on the number of samples per run. A higher number of samples per run resulted in lower costs per sample, due to the fixed costs per year and fixed costs per run. The following mean costs per sample are given for a run with 24 samples, one run executed per week and on average 85% of the run filled. Between brackets the minimum costs with 48 samples and maximum costs with four samples are shown, respectively. Costs per sample with the small TGP were €606 (€465; €1769) on the Miseq^TM^ and €956 (€621; €4,161) on the Hiseq^TM^. A run with the medium TGP on the Miseq^TM^ is restricted to four samples per run, for €3009 per sample, and costs per sample on the Hiseq^TM^ were €1,137 (€857; €5273). These costs are inclusive VAT, overhead (30%) and the costs of control samples, in a run with ≤8 samples one control sample is included and in a run with ≥9 samples two control samples are included. A general overview of the costs is shown in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and [Table S1](#table6){ref-type="table"} and [S2](#table7){ref-type="table"} give a more comprehensive overview of the included costs.

Budget impact analysis
----------------------

### Target population and scenario distribution (nationwide)

Within The Netherlands, the current incidence of stage-IV NSCLC and melanoma patients are, respectively, 4,045 and 800 patients per year \[[@ref23]--[@ref25]\]. In the future situation of our BIA, 4,474 NSCLC and 887 melanoma patients are included, based on the expected increase of 11% in 5 years \[[@ref26]\]. We assumed that 70% of the NSCLC patients receive their care in a general hospital, the other 30% of patients receive specialised care \[[@ref24]\]. Since 2013 it has been determined that all stage-IV melanoma patients have to be referred to specialised melanoma centres (14 specialised hospitals in The Netherlands). This results in a distribution where 70% of the patients are treated in a specialised hospital and 30% in a peripheral hospital \[[@ref27]\].

### Resource utilisation

An overview of the specific test types per time frame and hospital type, including the costs per unit as discussed in the next part, is given in [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}. In the old situation, in peripheral hospitals, we assumed one single-gene test as clinical standard for both NSCLC (EGFR) and melanoma patients (BRAF). In the current situation for NSCLC, we assumed one additional single-gene test (ALK), based on the current guidelines \[[@ref14]--[@ref15]\]. In the old situation within specialised hospitals, we assumed that multiple single-gene tests were performed, minimally three for NSCLC patients (a multigene panel, HER2/EGFR, and ALK, ROS, RET, or MET) and two for melanoma patients (BRAF and NRAS or KIT). In the current situation in specialised hospitals, small--medium TGPs are increasingly implemented. Based on our experience in the NKI, it is estimated that, especially for NSCLC, additional tests will be required due to (temporary) inefficiencies and due to specific translocations not included in the small TGP. Therefore, besides the small TGP, three additional single-gene tests were assumed for NSCLC patients (e.g., fragment analysis (HER2/EGFR) to detect larger deletions/insertions, Sanger sequencing (EGFR) and fluorescence *in situ* hybridisation (ALK, ROS, RET, or MET)) and one single-gene test was assumed for 50% of the melanoma patients (Sanger Sequencing (KIT)). In the future (2020), we assumed in our model that NGS with a small TGP will be clinical practice in peripheral hospitals for both NSCLC and melanoma patients. In specialised hospitals, we assumed WGS to be clinical practice, following the developments of the CPCT. For both NGS and WGS, we assumed in the future no required additional tests caused by inefficiencies.

### Costs per unit

In peripheral hospitals, the average diagnostic test costs per NSCLC patient in the old, current, and future situation were, respectively, €295; €590, and €606. In the specialised hospitals, the test costs were, respectively, €1103; €1504, and €1100. For melanoma patients in peripheral hospitals, these costs were, respectively, €295, €295, and €606 and in specialised hospitals €559, €753, and €1100. In [Table S3](#table8){ref-type="table"}, an overview of the costs per test is shown, including the cost source and an explanation for the WGS costs estimation.

### Total costs

The yearly budget impact for NSCLC patients was as follows: the current situation will result in a test cost increase of €327 per patient, followed by a cost decrease of €110 in the future situation. For the total population in The Netherlands, this will be, respectively, an annual increase in €1,321,243 and annual decrease in €120,473. For melanoma patients, an increase of €136 and €336, respectively, in test costs per patient is expected, resulting in a yearly budget impact of €108,526 and €351,799 for the total population. A summary of the BIA results is given in [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}.

### Sensitivity analyses

The sensitivity analysis of the test costs in the current NGS situation of NSLCC in specialised hospitals showed a range of €606 to €2614. For the base value, €1504 as shown in the 'costs per unit' section, it is assumed that per NGS run 24 samples are included, per week one run is executed, on average 85% of the run is filled and three additional single gene tests are required. The biggest reduction in test costs can be achieved by a reduction in additional tests besides NGS. The base value, range, and the effect on the test costs are shown for each parameter in the tornado plot in [Figure 3](#figure3){ref-type="fig"}. The sensitivity analysis of the budget impact of the future scenario compared with the current situation shows for the NSCLC population a range of minus €500,080 to plus €259,134. For the melanoma population a range between €215,173 and €488,424 has been calculated. The base values, minus €120,473 (NSCLC) and €351,799 (melanoma), are based on the results of our BIA calculation, discussed in the 'total costs' section. The price of NGS shows the widest range in the budget impact for the NSCLC population. For the melanoma population, the biggest reduction can be achieved by a reduction in the price of WGS. The tornado plots of these analyses are shown in [Figure 4](#figure4){ref-type="fig"}.

### Institutional perspective (case study): BIA within the NKI

In total 172 patients were included, all stage-IV NSCLC and melanoma patients within the chosen time periods have been selected. The test-related measures, mutation, and treatment characteristics for the period before and after NGS implementation are shown in [Table 4](#table4){ref-type="table"}. In NSCLC patients, there is only a significant increase in the number of tests and tests costs after the implementation of NGS. In melanoma patients, significant differences have been observed both in test-related measures and mutation characteristics: the number of tests per patient dropped after the NGS implementation and the number of observed mutations increased. The test costs per patient and for the total patient population in the period before and after NGS implementation are shown in [Table 5](#table5){ref-type="table"}. Yearly 343 stage-IV NSCLC patients and 247 stage-IV melanoma patients within the NKI were assumed. The NGS implementation resulted within the NKI in a budget impact of an additional spending of €357 per NSCLC patient and a saving of €14 per melanoma patient. For the total NKI population, this meant a budget impact of €119,087 (€122,498 increase for NSCLC patients and €3,411 savings for melanoma patients).

Discussion
==========

As far as we know, this is one of the first published cost analysis and budget impact analysis regarding NGS. As expected, our results showed that the more samples are included and runs are performed, the less costly NGS will become. Regarding budget impact, we showed that currently NGS resulted in an increase in test costs, from 2012 to 2015 yearly €1.32 million for the total NSCLC population and €0.11 million for the total melanoma population. The finding of these current budget impacts was confirmed by the NKI case study. From the current to future situation, our BIA showed for the total NSCLC population an expected annual decrease of €0.12 and for the total melanoma population an increase of €0.35 million. This decrease in NSCLC patients was related to the more efficient use of testing by WGS in specialised hospitals, without the need of additional tests. The increase in future test costs for melanoma patients was related to both the implementation of NGS in peripheral hospitals and the implementation of WGS in specialised hospitals, while no additional test costs were involved. Our sensitivity analyses produced widely varying budget impact estimates in the future; especially the price of the small TGP in NSCLC and the price of WGS in melanoma patients had a high impact.

The ABC analysis produced a wide range for the estimate of NGS test costs depending on the number of samples per run, number of runs per week, device, and type of TGP. These calculated test costs are comparable with other recently published cost analysis of NGS techniques. For example, in a situation with six samples per run 600--900 USD was calculated for a similar small TGP and 2000 USD for a medium TGP \[[@ref28]\]. Policy decisions in institutions have to be made which panel type and number of runs per week will be most beneficial for patients, regarding both the costs and consequences. For example, the decision whether an increase in the number of mutations tested can outweigh the higher costs and turnaround time. In a macro level, although the current costs in combination with the benefits of NGS are still unclear, NGS especially has a lot of potential for the future. Firstly, NGS is expected to replace single-gene tests, which can reduce the costs and limits patient material use \[[@ref5]\]. Currently, additional tests are still needed to supplement the small TGP test; however, it is expected that eventually these additional tests become (partly) superfluous. The research potentials of NGS are an important potential advantage as well \[[@ref6]--[@ref7]\]. A broader panel of genes can result in more treatment options for patients, both off-label and in clinical trial. This can speed up patient recruitment for clinical trials and consequently targeted therapies can become EMA approved more rapidly. These potentials are relevant both for current and future patients.

Our analyses have some limitations. Firstly, we made several assumptions in the BIA. In the future situation, we assumed no inefficiencies of NGS or WGS that require additional tests and no findings of new clinical relevant modifications not traceable with WGS. We also assumed that the current costs of molecular diagnostic tests in clinical practice are representative for the future and we have made an estimation for the WGS costs reduction in five years. The second limitation of our BIA is the fact that the consequences of NGS are not taken into account; in particular, treatments costs can have a major impact on the total budget. By identifying more targetable targets, NGS can result in an increased use of targeted therapies \[[@ref29]\]. However, without clinical data, it is very complicated to estimate the treatment consequences. In clinical practice, patients receive several treatment lines and several factors, besides mutation status, play a role in therapy selection or whether a treatment is prescribed at all \[[@ref30]\]. Furthermore, it is hard to estimate the availability of new targeted therapies, their prices and average treatment durations in the future. The third limitation of our study is related to the generalisability of our NKI case study and the clinical practice within the NKI, which we used to estimate the test situation in specialisd hospitals within The Netherlands. The NKI is a specialised comprehensive cancer centre, with a broader variety of molecular diagnostic tests and a higher number of clinical trials. The patient population is different within the NKI as well; patients are often redirected to the NKI after an ineffective first-line treatment elsewhere. In addition, a larger data set would have been desirable, however, this was not feasible due to the recent implementation.

Nevertheless, the NKI case study showed interesting and comparable results with our main Dutch BIA. Between the period before and after NGS implementation, only differences in average number of tests and associated costs were found. No significant differences in mutation and treatment characteristics were found, except for the number of observed mutations in melanoma patients. We expected beforehand that no difference in EMA approved targeted therapy use would be observed, since the number of druggable targets is low and within the time period no additional targeted therapies were EMA approved \[[@ref10]\]. However, an increase in participation in trials would have been a realistic option, since off label-targeted therapy use is investigated in several trials. Not finding an increase so far can hypothetically be caused by the small data set in combination with the strict inclusion criteria for trials and the recent implementation of NGS, whereby trials are not yet focused on new NGS results. Although no direct clinical benefits of NGS have been measured, the increase in number of observed mutations in melanoma (significant) and NSCLC patients (not significant) is already in line with the expected research potentials of NGS. Furthermore, the test costs in the NKI case study and the main Dutch BIA in specialised hospitals are comparable: per NSCLC patient, respectively, €784 versus €1103 in the old situation and €1141 versus €1504 in the current situation. This applies for the melanoma patients as well, per patient, respectively, €711 versus €559 in the current situation and €698 versus €753 in the future situation. An explanation for the difference in test costs in the current situation is related to the fact that not for all patients in the NKI case study NGS was executed. The selected molecular diagnostic tests are dependent on the request of the clinician or on already known mutation profiles of patients due to previously executed molecular tests.

Conclusions and implications
============================

Based on our analysis, we expect that the concerns, of NGS resulting in high additional test costs, will be limited. Our BIA does show that NGS currently results in higher costs, which is mainly related to the required additional tests besides the small TGP. However, it is expected that these additional tests become (partly) superfluous in the future. Furthermore, the direct clinical benefits of NGS are currently limited, since no treatment consequences are yet expected due to the low number of druggable targets. Nonetheless, the research potentials of NGS are already an important advantage.

Our cost analysis of NGS and the NKI case study can assist hospitals in the decision which panel or device is most beneficial for them. Based on our analysis, we would suggest a small TGP as currently the best NGS option for diagnostics and we recommend NGS process optimisation to focus on the reduction of additional tests. Our research provides useful input for a health technology assessment of NGS. Interesting follow-up steps would be an extension of our BIA approach to the total cancer population within The Netherlands and the inclusion of clinical data including treatment costs. Furthermore, the inclusion of additional future scenarios with liquid biopsies or a centralised NGS test option within The Netherlands, as proposed by the CPCT/MHF, would be of interest as well.
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![Budget impact analysis model, showing the aspects within the ISPOR framework for the old, current, and future environment. The arrows indicate a change of one of the aspects overtime. The target populations are divided into patients receiving peripheral and specialized care, based on the type of hospital they are diagnosed. At the bottom, the average cost differences per patient and population between the old and current environment and current and future environment are shown for both NSCLC and melanoma patients. NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer, NGS = next-generation sequencing, WGS = whole-genome sequencing.](can-10-684fig1){#figure1}

![Estimated costs per sample, dependent on the number of samples per run, assuming one run per week, and complete runs. The costs are shown for both the small- and medium TGP on the Illumina Miseq^TM^ or Hiseq^TM^. There is a maximum of four samples for the medium TGP on the Illumina Miseq^TM^, therefore only one data point is given. NGS = next-generation sequencing, TGP = targeted gene panel.](can-10-684fig2){#figure2}

![One-way sensitivity analysis on the effect of four parameters on the test costs in the current situation of NSCLC patients in specialised hospitals. TGP = targeted gene panel.](can-10-684fig3){#figure3}

![One-way sensitivity analysis on the effect of three parameters on the budget impact of the future scenario. The amounts on the x-as are shown in millions and account for the Dutch NSCLC patient population (4a) and the Dutch melanoma patient population (4b). NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer, NGS = next-generation sequencing, WGS = whole-genome sequencing.](can-10-684fig4){#figure4}

###### A summary of the NGS costs for four options; small or medium TGP on the Illumina MiseqTM or HiseqTM.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                  Fixed yearly costs   Fixed costs per run   Variable costs per sample   [Total costs per sample]{.ul}                                              
  --------------- -------------------- --------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ----------------- ------------------
  **Miseq^TM^**   **Small**            **Medium**            **Small**                   **Medium**                      **Small**   **Medium**   **Small**         **Medium**

  Personnel       € 0.00               € 0.00                € 347                       € 840                           € 121       € 153        € 606\            € 2,668
                                                                                                                                                  (€ 465-€ 1,769)   

  Material        € 0.00               € 0.00                € 1,198                     € 2,936                         € 155       € 136                          

  Equipment       € 96,589             € 98,416              € 0.00                      € 0.00                          € 0.00      € 0.00                         

  **Hiseq^TM^**   **Small**            **Medium**            **Small**                   **Medium**                      **Small**   **Medium**   **Small**         **Medium**

  Personnel       € 0.00               € 0.00                € 347                       € 840                           € 121       € 153        € 956\            € 1,137\
                                                                                                                                                  (€ 621-€ 4,161)   (€ 723 -€ 5,133)

  Material        € 0.00               € 0.00                € 3,528                     € 5,435                         € 155       € 136                          

  Equipment       € 262,380            € 264,206             € 0.00                      € 0.00                          € 0.00      € 0.00                         
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The three cost categories are divided into fixed yearly costs, fixed costs per run, and variable costs per sample. The material and equipment costs are inclusive VAT and all costs are exclusive overhead, only the total costs are shown including overhead. In the last column, the total costs per sample are shown for a run with 24 samples and a completeness of the run of 85%. Between brackets the minimum costs for a run with 48 samples and the maximum costs for a run with four samples are shown. There is a maximum of four samples for the medium TGP on the Illumina Miseq^TM^, therefore only the maximum costs for a run with four samples are given for this type. TGP = targeted gene panel.

###### Overview of the NGS test costs with the small TGP.

  Step   Activity                                                                                   Personnel             Time per sample (in min)   Material           Equipment
  ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------- -------------------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1      Acceptance coupes of Histology by MD, printing forms, adding details to the MD database.   Secretary             20.00                      x                  x
  2      Histological quality check biopsy, eventually area selection (tumour %)                    Technician            5.71                       x                  € 1309
                                                                                                    Pathologist           5.00                       x                  ʺ
  3      DNA isolation + Nano drop (quantity)                                                       Technician            14.86                      € 18 per sample    € 2216
  4      Quality check: Quantus (quantity) and QC test (quality)                                    Technician            13.46                      € 7 per sample     € 3905
  5      TSACP library preparation                                                                  Technician            20.36                      € 130 per sample   € 5434
  6      Run NGS, including several checks                                                          Technician            2.14                       € 1,198 per run    € 30,229 (total costs for the process with the Miseq^TM^ ) / € 196,020 (total costs for the process with the Hiseq^TM^ )
  7      Synchronize data outside MiSeq^TM^, check run                                              Bioinformatician      4.29                       x                  ʺ
  8      Check run, data analysis, set up a conclusion                                              Technician            30.00                      x                  € 51,236
  9      Approval conclusion                                                                        Molecular Biologist   30.00                      x                  ʺ
  10     Entering data in MD database and patient database                                          Secretary             15.00                      x                  x
  11     Approval result and lab form                                                               Molecular Biologist   5.00                       x                  x
                                                                                                    Pathologist           10.00                      x                  x
                                                                                                    Secretary             10.00                      x                  x
  12     Discussing results with Tumour Sequencing Board (TSB)                                      Members TSB           1.50                       x                  x
                                                                                                                                                                        € 2260 (additional costs)

The NGS process for this panel consists of thirteen activities. For each activity, the operating personnel type and the amount of minutes spend per sample, the material costs per sample or run and the equipment costs per year are shown. The material and equipment costs are inclusive VAT and all costs are exclusive overhead. MD = molecular diagnostics, 'x' = no material or equipment needed, ' '' ' = costs are part of the amount mentioned above.

###### Overview of the NGS test costs with the medium TGP. The NGS process for this panel consists of fourteen activities.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Step   Activity                                                                                   Personnel             Time per sample (in minutes)   Material costs     Equipment costs per year
  ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1      Acceptance coupes of histology by MD, printing forms, adding details to the MD database.   Secretary             20.00                          x                  x

  2      Histological quality check biopsy, eventually area selection (tumour %)                    Technician            5.71                           x                  € 1309

                                                                                                    Pathologist           5.00                           x                  ʺ

  3      Isolation                                                                                  Technician            12.86                          € 18 per sample    € 2632

  4      Quality check: Nano drop, Qubit (quantity), BioAnalyser (quantity + size)                  Technician            8.57                           € 117 per sample   € 4543

  5      Preparation (shearing)                                                                     Technician            12.86                          ʺ                  € 2991

  6      Library preparation                                                                        Technician            51.43                          ʺ                  € 3216

  7      Capture                                                                                    Technician            19.29                          ʺ                  € 30,229 (total costs for the process with the Miseq^TM^) / € 196,020 (total costs for the process with the Hiseq^TM^)

  8      Run NGS, including several checks                                                          Technician            2.14                           € 2,427 per run    ʺ

  9      Synchronize data outside MiSeq^TM^, check run                                              Bioinformatician      4.29                           x                  € 51,236

  10     Check run, data analysis, set up a conclusion                                              Technician            6.00                           x                  ʺ

  11     Approval conclusion                                                                        Molecular Biologist   30.00                          x                  ʺ

  12     Entering data in MD database and patient database                                          Secretary             15.00                          x                  x

  13     Approval result and lab form                                                               Molecular Biologist   5.00                           x                  x

                                                                                                    Pathologist           10.00                          x                  x

                                                                                                    Secretary             10.00                          x                  x

  14     Discussing results with Tumour Sequencing Board (TSB)                                      Members TSB           3                              x                  X

                                                                                                                                                                            € 2260\
                                                                                                                                                                            (additional costs)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For each activity, the operating personnel type and the amount of minutes spend per sample, the material costs per sample or run and the equipment costs per year are shown. The material and equipment costs are inclusive VAT and all costs are exclusive overhead. MD = molecular diagnostics, 'x' = no material or equipment needed, ' '' ' = costs are part of the amount mentioned above.

###### The molecular diagnostic tests for NSCLC and melanoma patients are shown per hospital type in the old, current and future ­situation.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Time frame              NSCLC\                                                     Melanoma\                                                
                          Molecular diagnostic tests                                 Molecular diagnostic tests                               
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------ ----- --------- -------------------------------------------------- ----- --------
  **OLD (2012)**                                                                                                                              

  Peripheral hospitals    Single-gene test (EGFR)                    70%   € 295     Single-gene test (BRAF)                            30%   € 295

  Specialised hospitals   Multigene panel \< 10 genes (NKI panel)\   30%   € 1,103   HRM (BRAF)\                                        70%   € 559
                          Fragment analysis (HER2/EGFR)\                             Sanger Sequencing (NRAS or KIT)                          
                          FISH (ALK, ROS, RET, or MET)                                                                                        

  **CURRENT (2015)**                                                                                                                          

  Peripheral hospitals    Single-gene tests (EGFR + ALK)             70%   € 559     Single-gene test (BRAF)                            30%   € 295

  Specialised hospitals   Small TGP\                                 30%   € 1,504   Small TGP\                                         70%   € 753
                          Fragment analysis (HER2/EGFR)\                             Sanger sequencing (KIT) \*in 50% of the patients         
                          Sanger sequencing (EGFR)\                                                                                           
                          FISH (ALK, ROS, RET, or MET)                                                                                        

  **FUTURE (2020)**                                                                                                                           

  Peripheral hospitals    Small TGP                                  70%   € 606     Small TGP                                          30%   € 606

  Specialised hospitals   WGS                                        30%   € 1,100   WGS                                                70%   € 1100
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The targeted gene or panel is shown for each diagnostic test between brackets. NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer, FISH = fluorescence *in situ* hybridisation, HRM = high-resolution melt, NGS = next-generation sequencing, TGP = targeted gene panel, WGS = whole-genome sequencing.

###### Overview of the molecular diagnostic test costs within the BIA.

  Tests                                                                        Costs                                         Cost source
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------
  Single-gene test (Sanger sequencing, fragment analysis, sequence analysis)   € 295                                         NKI estimation
  Single-gene test (HRM)                                                       € 265                                         NKI estimation
  Single-gene test (FISH)                                                      € 309                                         NKI estimation
  Multigene panel \<10 genes (Sequenom)                                        € 500                                         NKI estimation
  TGP small                                                                    € 606                                         ABC analysis
  TGP medium                                                                   € 1,137                                       ABC analysis
  WGS                                                                          € 1,100[\*](#table8_1){ref-type="table-fn"}   NHGRI \[[@ref21]\]

The type of tests, their costs and the source is given. These costs are inclusive VAT and overhead. NKI = Netherlands Cancer Institute, HRM = High Resolution Melt, FISH = Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization, TGP = targeted gene panel, WGS = whole-genome sequencing, NHGRI = National Human Genome Research Institute.

The NHGRI estimated in October 2015 sequence costs of 1,250 USD per genome. These costs include all production costs, but non-production costs are not included, such as quality assessment and technology development. Per patient four genome sequences, three times the tumour for heterogeneity and once blood as a reference genome, are required to obtain a reliable diagnostic result. In total, this would currently result in WGS test costs of 5000 USD per patient. Since WGS is not yet implemented in the clinic and still under development with major cost reductions over the past years (in 2010 the costs per genome were 29,000 USD), we assume in five years a reduction in costs of 75%. In 2020, this would result in WGS test costs of 1250 USD per patient = ± € 1100.

###### Final BIA results, showing the test costs per time frame and showing the budget impact of the current and future situation.

  Costs per time frame   NSCLC        Melanoma      Budget impact   Δ NSCLC                 Δ Melanoma    
  ---------------------- ------------ ------------- --------------- ----------------------- ------------- -----------
  **OLD (2012)**         Patient      € 537         € 480                                                 
                         Population   € 2,173,812   € 384,092                                             
  **CURRENT (2015)**     Patient      € 864         € 616           **OLD \> CURRENT**      € 327         € 136
                         Population   € 3,495,055   € 492,619                               € 1,321,243   € 108,526
  **FUTURE (2020)**      Patient      € 754         € 952           **CURRENT \> FUTURE**   € - 110       € 336
                         Population   € 3,374,582   € 844,417                               € - 120,473   € 351,799

The costs are given per patient or for the total stage IV NSCLC and melanoma population within The Netherlands. NSCLC = non-small cell lung cancer.

###### Test-related measures, mutation, and treatment characteristics for NSCLC and melanoma patients within the NKI, for whom molecular diagnostic tests were executed in 2 months before NGS implementation and 1.5 months after NGS implementation.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                            NSCLC patients                        Melanoma patients                                         
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------- ------------------ ------------------ -------------
                                                                                            Before \*\         After \*\          *P* value           Before \*\         After \*\          *P* value
                                                                                            (*n* = 47)         (*n* = 53)                             (*n* = 36)         (*n* = 36)         

  **Test-related measures**                                                                                                                                                                 

  Average number of tests per patient (min--max)                                            2.04 (1--4)        3 (1--8)           *P* \< 0.05         2.42               1.67               *P* \< 0.05

  Test costs per patient (min--max)                                                         € 784\             € 1141\            *P* \< 0.05         € 711\             € 698\             0.331
                                                                                            (€ 295--€ 1,623)   (€ 265--€ 2,499)                       (€ 295--€ 2,851)   (€ 500--€ 1,400)   

  Test costs per test (min--max)                                                            € 381\             € 378\             *P* \< 0.05         € 294\             € 418\             *P* \< 0.05
                                                                                            (€ 265--€ 563)     (€ 294--€ 606)                         (€ 265--€ 500)     (€ 265--€ 606)     

  **Mutation characteristics**                                                                                                                                                              

  Average number of mutations per patient\                                                  0.71\              1.06\              0.057               0.75\              1.11\              *P* \< 0.05
  (min--max) \*both actionable and non-actionable                                           (0--3)             (0--4)                                 (0--1)             (0--3)             

  Patients containing a mutation for which an EMA approved TT is hypothetically available   7 (16%)            6 (12%)            0.767               14 (39%)           21 (58%)           0.162

  Patients containing a mutation for which a TT trial is hypothetically available           11 (24%)           11 (21%)           0.811               0 (0%)             0 (0%)             1.00

  **Treatment characteristics**                                                                                                                                                             

  Patients started with an EMA approved TT                                                  2 (4%)             3 (5%)             1.00                6 (17%)            3 (8%)             0.479

  Patients included in a TT trial                                                           4 (9%)             2 (4%)             0.413               0 (0%)             2 (6%)             0.493

  Patients for whom TT was an option, but no start                                          1 (2%)             5 (9%)             0.211               5 (14%)            1 (3%)             0.199

  Patients started in a trial without TT                                                    5 (11%)            2 (4%)             0.246               1 (3%)             0%                 1.00

  Patients started with a monoclonal antibody                                               0 (0%)             0 (0%)             1.00                5 (14%)            8 (22%)            0.543

  Patients started with a monoclonal antibody trial                                         0 (0%)             0 (0%)             1.00                2 (6%)             3 (8%)             1.00

  Patients started with radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy                                    15 (32%)           20 (38%)           0.677               8 (22%)            7 (20%)            1.00

  Patients starting with an operation                                                       0 (0%)             0 (0%)             1.00                2 (6%)             3 (8%)             1.00

  Patients without treatment option                                                         14 (30%)           13 (25%)           0.653               2 (6%)             3 (8%)             1.00

  Patients treated in another hospital                                                      6 (13%)            8 (16%)            1.00                5 (14%)            6 (17%)            1.00
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the first four characteristics, the average value and the minimum and maximum are given, for the other characteristics the number of patients and the corresponding percentage is given. NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer, EMA = European Medicines Agency, TT = targeted therapy.

###### Summary of the BIA case study.

                                       NSCLC       Melanoma
  ------------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------
  **Before**          Patient          € 784       € 711
                      NKI population   € 268,870   € 175,622
  **After**           Patient          € 1,141     € 698
                      NKI population   € 391,368   € 172,211
  **Budget impact**   Patient          € 357       \- € 14
                      NKI population   € 122,498   \- € 3,411

The test costs are shown per patient and for the total NKI population in the situation before and after NGS implementation, including the budget impact of the test costs. NKI = Netherlands Cancer Institute.
